
With the Gear Tie Clippable Twist Tie, a simple clip or twist is all it takes to neatly 
bundle and attach things of nearly every shape and size to almost anything with a 
bar, loop, or D-ring. It's a new twist on organization.

With a sturdy plastic Size #2 S-Biner on one end and a tough, flexible 12" Gear Tie on 
the other, the Clippable Twist Tie creates a tangle-free way to organize, store, and 
transport even the most unwieldy, unstorable items. Wrap the Gear Tie around 
everything from power cords and dog leashes to camping lanterns and flashlights, 
then clip to a hook to store them securely and conveniently. Or, clip the S-Biner to 
anything with a D-ring or loop and wrap the Gear Tie around bars, hooks, or handles - 
it works both ways! You can also use the Clippable Twist Tie to attach smaller items of 
every shape to luggage, racks, and backpacks, keeping them conveniently accessible 
and your hands free.

The Gear Tie Clippable Twist Tie allows you to clip, twist, store, and hang tools 
or gear for convenient storage and access
Available in Black, Bright Orange, and Neon Yellow
Features a #2 Plastic S-Biner and 12" Gear Tie Reusable Rubber Twist Tie
Load Limit: 10lbs | 4.5kg
Attach it nearly anywhere to keep items of all kinds right where you need them
Works two ways: Clip the S-Biner to anything with a loop or D-Ring and use the 
Gear Tie to organize and store, or wrap the Gear Tie around larger, unwieldy 
objects and clip with the S-Biner. It's the ultimate in versatility!
S-Biners are durable, lightweight double gated carabiner clips - 
attach or store nearly anywhere!
Gear Tie Technology - Tough rubber shell provides excellent grip virtually 
anywhere, but won't scratch or mark
Gear Tie Technology - Strong internal wire that holds its shape
Gear Tie Technology - Quick and easy to securely attach and detach
Gear Tie Technology - UV resistant - will not be damaged by extended sun exposure
Twist it, tie it, reuse it - Gear Ties!
Dimensions: 14.00" x 0.95" x 0.47" | 355.60mm x 24.13mm x 11.94mm
Weight: 0.35oz | 10.0g

CLIPPABLE TWIST TIES

Retail Packaging Dimensions:
8.75”H x 3.3“W X 0.75”D
222.3mm H x 82.5mm W X 19.1mm D
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